DFA Employee Recognition Program Nominees
October - December 2022

**CARE**
Alex Bicomong
Christopher Patton
Clint Beadle
Corinna Corpuz
David Ott
Debbie Kistler
Elizabeth Whitaker
Hector Ortega
Iris Yoo
Jaime Lopez Gil
Jami Muniz
Josefina Robles
Julianna Bayley
Kristina Teller
Lam Heston
Liz Asato
Natalie Hadland
Nha-Thinh Nguyen
Rosanna Bonus
Samuel Soon
Sarah Ure
Stephanie Damian
Stephanny Gonzalez de Paz
Tomas Reyes
William Alvarez
Xochitl Rodriguez

**IDEA**
Cedric Young
Colleen Beaton
Jenifer Swann
Jorge Parra
Shane O'brien*
Vanessa Flores

**SAFE**
Alex Bicomong
Anthony Richards*
Benny Barboza*
Brandon Krichman
Brett Easley*
Bryan De La Cruz*
Chris Taylor
Christopher Patton
Clint Beadle
Erika Hennon
Erin Robertson
Johnny Luna
Juan Rodriguez*
Mary Bones
Paul Lopez*
Richard Calzada
Richard Rycraw
Ryan Tran*
Samuel Soon
Vanessa Chavez

* Indicates that the nominee has been nominated more than once for that category.
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TEAM

Alberto Gonzalez  James Cho*  Matthew Richens*
Alex Bicomong   James Layne   Micahel Walako
Alexis Garcia  Jennifer Cabrera*  Michael Fitzpatrick*
Allison Yuzuki-Rogers  Jerry Garcia  Michael To
Bojidar Petkov  Jessica Farley  Michele Painter
Brett Cook  Jessica Nguyen  Michelle Poage
Casey Sivero  Jesus Jacobo  Misael Rios-Alvarez
Chanta Warren  Jocelyn Aguilar  Monique Contreras
Chase Davis*  Joel Villanueva  Nicholas Wille
Chris Bolano  Jose Gascon  Orng Liev
Colleen Beaton  Joseph Bessolo  Paige Davis*
Danny Henderson  Julie Grannis  Pauline Soria
David Kelly  Julie Liu  Ramiro Nevarz
Deborah Alvarez  Justin Brophy  Randall Styner
Denise Allen  Justine Eisner  Renee Mihalovich*
Diana Allen  Kelly Nguyen  Ricardo Olmos
Dina Ochoa*  Khoa Ha  Robert Allingag
Elizabeth Backstrom*  Kirsten Gyorgy  Rodrigo Rosales
Elvia Ramirez  Krista Woodward*  Rohan Sos*
Emmanuel Alvarez*  Laura Van Hua  Samuel Soon
Eric Gardner  Leah Becerra  Sarah Petersen-Rubarth
Fernando Garcia  Louis Frias  Scott Lauer
Genevieve Yulo  Luis Becerra Diaz  Sergio Sanchez
Georgana Thompson  Mac Ver Planck*  Shane O'brien
Simonowitz  Marc Domer*  Stephanie Damian
Hongsing Phou  Martin Ambrocio  Suriel Ortega
Iris Yoo  Martin Blenz*  Thomas Porrino*
Isabella Gines*  Mary Bones  Tori Fiscus
Jaclyn Higgins  Mary Clark  Trang Nguyen*
Jadwiga Rocko  Matt Mahoney  Venee Raduziner*

* Indicates that the nominee has been nominated more than once for that category.